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How do I submit my objection or submission? 

Complete this form and email to mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz.  You may also mail your objection 
and submission to: Director-General, c/o Permissions Hamilton, Department of Conservation, Private 
Bag 3072, Hamilton 3240. 
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Email: mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz

Subject line: Submission on Tūroa Ski Field Concession Application

Post:
Director General
Department of Conservation
Permissions Hamilton
Private Bag 3072
Hamilton 3240

Attention: Lynette Trewavas, Senior Permissions Adviser

Submitters: Murray & Robyn Parrish

Address For Service:

Contacts:

Phone:

Submission on Tūroa Ski Field Concession Application

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the above application.

Our interest is as members of the public with an active interest in
the ongoing health and wellbeing of Ruapahu’s natural environment. On that basis we are
supportive of the application by Pure Turoa Limited (PTL) as detailed in their Application dated
8 December 2023.

Our submission is that the Minister make a decision in favour of the applicants for the reasons
set out and subject to the conditions proposed by the applicant, recognising that the actual and
potential conservation and environmental benefits of such approval extend beyond the matters
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covered directly by the applicant. In this regard we would request the Minister give particular
consideration to:

Submission 1: PTL application as catalyst for broader and complementary regional
economic activity.
Commercially viable operations such as that proposed by PTL serve to attract an increase in
permanent and visitor numbers to the area. Such populations represent a community of interest
and an economic base from which voluntary and commercial resources can be mobilized for
broader conservation and restoration efforts in the area, for example pest species control. There
are an increasing number of examples around NZ demonstrating the potential for positive
environmental feedback whereby the success of voluntary, government-funded and or
commercial restoration results in such efforts being sustained and expanded, for example Tiritiri
Island in the Hauraki Gulf and ‘mainland islands’ such as Zealandia. An active and expanded
community of interest in the health of Ruapahau and its wider environs is in our submission a
useful precursor to ensure the effort and investment needed to achieve NZ’s ‘predator free’
2050 goals.

People appreciating the broader natural attractions available in the Ruapehu area and returning
in all seasons will be revitalized by the investment proposed by PTL. The application makes
mention of the high cost of ski infrastructure and by implication, the need to generate
reasonable returns on that investment over the comparatively short ski season. Without
questioning the commercial assumptions inherent in PTL’s application it is a matter of logic that
associated and complementary uses of the existing and proposed facilities will help secure
investments in the area over the longer term. Sightseeing and tramping have long attracted
visitors to the area. More recently the interest in active pursuits such as mountain biking have
extended the interest in visiting the area in all seasons.

Relief sought:
Approve the application subject to a condition that PTL give consideration to coordinating their
management and investment in ski infrastructure with those proposing complementary services
and activities. The objective of such efforts would be to expand the range of experiences
available to visitors and locals at all times of the year. Any such condition should not extend to a
requirement contradictory to the commercial interest of the applicant or pose an undue risk to
the natural and cultural values of the maunga.

Submission 2: Climate Change
The maintenance and, as appropriate, expansion of existing ski-related recreational
opportunities in the Central North Island (and specifically PTL’s application) fulfills a regional /
North Island recreational demand that is otherwise met by travel to other parts of NZ and
internationally. Logic suggests that the alternative to a CNI recreational opportunity involves a
greater and more energy-intensive travel ‘cost’ for many in the North Island.



The NZ government has a statutory commitment to reduced national emissions of greenhouse
gasses (GHG’s), underpinning the country’s international commitment to and trading interests
in a ‘net zero’ emissions economy by 2050.

Relief Sought:
Make a non-binding request of the applicants and relevant Government agencies (including
SOE’s) that consideration be given to expanding the public transport options available to those
visiting the Turoa area from major NZ population centers including Auckland and Wellington.
Without seeking to limit the scope of this proposed relief and for example, specific consideration
could be given to public or private investment in dedicated weekend and holiday season train
travel to the area for skiers, trampers and mountain bikers, offering the scope for some level of
all year round service.

Murray and Robyn Parrish
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Internal 

Complete this form and email to mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz.  You may also mail your objection 

and submission to: Director-General, c/o Permissions Hamilton, Department of Conservation, Private 

Bag 3072, Hamilton 3240. 
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